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Schwarzer Peter – Schinderhannes Expansion
(only playable with the main board game)
For 2 to 4 Players, + 10 years
Author: Stephan Riedel Illustrator: Christian Opperer
Contents: 8 “Schwarzer Peter” (Black Peter) cards
The Goal: Players complete to determine which locations Schinderhannes has conducted the various crimes.
Players get points during the game by reducing the possible locations where a crime has been committed. When the locations for all of the crimes have been determined, the game ends and the winner is the player with the most points.
The History:
As one of the most notorious robbers in Germany gilded Johann Peter Petri, called "Peter Petri the
Elder", the "old black Peter" or the "Old Black Peter". To this crook the name of a renowned card
game for children. It was even more popular in the 19th century under the name of "Schwarzer Peter" than Johannes Bückler (1777-1803) alias "Schinderhannes", who today is often referred to as
the last German robber. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Peter_Petri
The Preparation: Each player gets 2 “schwarzer Peter” cards.
Changes to the normal game rules: All of the normal rules to the full game of Schinderhannes are applied,
except for the following two changes:
- Rule 5 (page35): A player is allowed to play a location card if one of the four named crimes can be
defined exactly. This happens if the locations of the other 3 crimes have already been determined.
- New rule: The players are allowed to play one “schwarzer Peter” card together with on information card. But after the turn the player draws only one card.

Backside

Frontside

The “Schwarzer Peter” card:

The "Schwarzer Peter" card reverses the information provided by an information card.
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If, for example, a player plays the card "Schinderhannes commits a crime in the east" and the "Schwarzer
Peter" card, then the information becomes "Schinderhannes commits a crime not in the east" (i.e., he commits a crime in the west).
The card „The force“ was next to the „Bee Hives Theft“ not in the same district changes to „The force“ was
not next to the „Bee Hives Theft“ in the same district.
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